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DE J.J. WATT
OWNER BOB MCNAIR (Transcribed by John Byczek)
(on finally getting a win after losing streak from last year) “Right now we’re undefeated. Let’s talk about this
year.”
(on the victory today) “I think it was tremendous. Any time you hold a team to six points; think back, what
games have you seen where a team has scored six points? In this league, that’s fantastic. So, we did it.
Our special teams came through. As we said, everybody plays their role. Offense played well. Fitz (Ryan
Fitzpatrick) played well, protected the ball. We had one fumble; didn’t have any interceptions. Everybody
played hard and we’re going to keep working and try to get better.”
(on his thoughts on J.J. Watt’s performance) “J.J. was unbelievable. I mean, what can you say? He just did
everything. I guess the only thing he didn’t do was intercept a pass and run it back. That’s about the only
thing he didn’t do.”
(on his concern with Jadeveon Clowney’s injury) “I’m concerned about him because he is a terrific player
and we want him out on the field, so we’ll see what’s going on there.”
(on what he wants to say to fans) “I think what you need to take home from this is that the players have
bought into what coach (Bill) O’Brien is teaching and his methods and the way he goes about preparing for
games. What have you, produces these kinds of results. I think, as I’ve said all along, I think we’ll be a
competitive football team as long as we stay healthy. I think tonight kind of confirms that feeling.”
HEAD COACH BILL O’BRIEN (Transcribed by Ellie Pardee)
(on the play that Jadeveon Clowney was injured) “I don’t know what happened on the field. I’m not sure
what happened on that one. We’re consulting with the doctors and trainers right now. I’m not sure about
the status, but I will say right now that they think it’s a good prognosis so it looks like he’s going to be ok.
He may miss some time, he may not. Who knows. We’ll know better as the week goes on.”
(on what the locker room feels like right now) “It’s a good locker room. Anytime you win over a really good
opponent, a tough team, in a hard fought game, that’s a good feeling for the winning team. We had good

examples of complimentary football today which was good to see. I’m really proud of these guys. I told them
last night, I couldn’t be prouder leading this team, and there’s a bunch of good guys in that locker room that
are happy right now which is good. On the flip side of things, we have a lot of things we need to improve
on. Offensively we need to improve on many things; defensively I thought we did a good job all day. When
we had to have it at the end, we had a good drive on offense and then we stopped then on defense, kicked
the good field goal there with (Randy) Bullock. Played some good football there in the end.”
(on JJ Watt’s performance tonight) “Yeah, he’s a great player. He’s a great player. He’s a hard working guy.
He’s an explosive athlete. He’s a great teammate. He’s everything you want in a great player.”
(on how it felt for him to get his first win) “It feels good. You know, it’s a long season. It’s one game. It was
a good game, it was a good win, but it’s pretty quickly on to Oakland. Oakland is a very good football team,
it’s in Oakland. I’ve been down that road before in the black hole and that’s not easy. We’ll enjoy it tonight
but it’s moving quickly on to Oakland tomorrow.”
(on if J.J. Watt is an even better athlete than he expected) “Well, again, when I went to Penn State, I hadn’t
seen him in the pros. This is obviously my first experience with him in these last six or seven months, so I’ll
tell you, to have a guy like that on your team, along with these other guys like (WR) Andre Johnson, he
played a whale of a football game too, (LB) Brian Cushing, (RB) Arian Foster. I thought Fitzy (QB Ryan
Fitzpatrick) did some good things. We’ve got a bunch of great guys in that locker room. Watt is obviously a
hell of a football player, there’s no other way to put it. He plays a lot of different spots on the line, he has
the ability to disrupt the game, he plays within the scheme, he’s a great teammate, and there’s not too much
more you can say about him. He’s just a great player.”
(on Ryan Fitzpatrick becoming more confident and building toughness) “He did exactly what we asked him
to do. He played a smart game, George (Godsey) has done a great job with him. Fitzy’s really followed
what we’ve asked him to do as a quarterback and as a leader and as a teammate. That was a good example
of it today.”
(on Arian Foster’s performance today) “He did a good job, he got some really tough yards. It’s hard to run
the ball against Jim Haslett’s defense with those players there. Their defensive line and their linebackers,
(Brian) Orakpo and (Ryan) Kerrigan, I mean it’s hard to run the football there. I thought Arian got every inch
that he could out of the running game and he meant a lot to our team today.”
(on if he expected for the first half being a sparring match) “I expect that type of sparring match in every
single game. All of these games are hard fought games, tough battles, great coaching on both sides of the
ball, obviously great players on both sides of the ball, so all of these games are tough.”
(on if the special teams performance today was preparation meeting opportunity) “You have to give a lot of
credit to our players. They’ve really done a good job of understanding their roles on special teams, and
understanding how that can affect the game. Whether that’s a punt blocked like you saw today or a good
punt return, something that they can see during the week where they know they’re going to help the team
win, those guys did a really good job today for the most part on special teams.”
(on the big special teams plays tonight) “In an NFL football game, just asking about the tough battles and
the tough games, those plays are the plays that make a difference. I told the team last night, if you go back
and you look at all the great, even the great close games, regular season playoffs, championship games,
whatever, they all come down to like five or six plays, and it’s the team that makes those plays that, the
team that makes the least amount of mistakes that usually wins the game. Turnovers, third down, punt
block, something on special teams that can help you win a game, those are huge in an NFL game. That
was a good start for us on that today.”
(on what he feels personally after his first win with the Texans) “I’m excited, I’m happy for these guys. I’m
really happy for that locker room. I’m happy for the veterans in there that have been part of this change.
There’s all different ways to skin a cat, and no way is better than another way. We have a philosophy here
and these veteran players, like I said, I start with Andre Johnson. Andre Johnson is a guy who has put his

heart and soul in to this organization and I’m happy for a guy like him and many others. It’s only one game,
it’s one game out of a long season and there are so many things we’ve got to get better at. It’s good to start
off with a win but we’ve got to get right back to work on Monday with the players and our coaching staff
tomorrow.”
(on if he expected the defense to be so dominant today) “I wouldn’t say that, there’s nothing with our defense
that really surprises me. We’ve got some guys on defense that are explosive, that understand the scheme,
that are getting better and better within the scheme and I think there are some things we have to do better,
like we have to fit some of these runs better, some of the zone runs. They were able to get some running
yards on us, but I think overall our defense did a really nice job today and I hope that continues throughout
the whole year.”
(on D.J. Swearinger’s impact today) “Yeah, he’s an improved player. I’ve said this all along about D.J. that
he’s a passionate guy. He loves football. He doesn’t want to make a mistake, he wants to be good, he
works extremely hard, he’s always out a practice. Just like everyone else there’s probably a couple of plays
he wishes he had back, but I believe he’s a much improved player and he just needs to keep working and
keep getting better and that’s going to help our team.”
(on if he had planned for the in-game adjustments with Arian Foster and Jonathan Grimes) “W had planned
for that. In game adjustments are more like, ok in the second quarter let’s think about using this scheme or
this personnel group. Everything is planned for. I believe that you have to practice what you’re going to do.
Now there are certain plays throughout the year that we feel like we can call that these guys will know
because they’ve been running them since April and OTAs in May and things like that, but overall, everything
we do there’s a plan for, or at least we try to have a plan for it. I know it doesn’t always look that way but
we try to plan it.”
(on switching from Keyshawn Martin to Damaris Johnson on punt returns) “Keyshawn’s done a good job
it’s just, it was more about we felt like Damaris came in there and practiced and did a really nice job. He
was quick, he fielded the punts really well, he understood how to set up the return, he just did a good job
in practice. I think if the guys do a good job in practice and they’ve earned the right to play then we need to
play them and that was the case with D.J.”
RUNNING BACK ALFRED BLUE (Transcribed by Omar Majzoub)
(on the blocked punt) “I was roughing the wing all night and getting that outside presence. When we called
the block, I just put the up-and-under on him. I did what the coaches taught me to do. I put my hand out
there and he punted it right into my hand, so I just scooped and scored.”
(on the play call) “It was a called block punt.”
(on what it felt like to score a touchdown) “Oh man, words can’t explain. All I was thinking about was getting
that ball and getting into the end zone.”
(on what player set him up) “I know (Mike) Mohamed told me that he grabbed the tackle, so I could get up
and under him. He probably would have put his shoulder on me and kept me out. “
(on how he felt going into the game) “I felt like something was going to happen today. I thought a touchdown
or a good run. I just felt something.”
(on if the blocked punt hurt) “No, but he did kick it right into my hand.”
(on the team planning to block a kick) “We talked about it in practice. We trying to get there and block the
ball. I got my number called, so I just made a play.”
(on his first game) “It means a lot. I’m off to a great start. I just need to keep up the intensity and keep
playing hard.”

(on if he has blocked a punt before) “No, but I played special teams at LSU all four years there.”
(on what his teammates said to him) “They told me congratulations and said it was just the beginning, so I
need to keep moving forward.”
(on the ball he blocked) “I left it on the field, but one of my teammates grabbed it for me. I’m going to keep
it. I was just too excited when I scored. This is a dream come true right here.”
(on his role on special teams) “I just need to keep living up to the hype. The coaches have high expectations
for you on special teams when you are not in there on the offense. You just need to go out there and make
plays. Special teams are a big role in the game.”
(on if special teams are his focus) “Yeah, that’s my mindset. Arian Foster is the go-to guy, so you just need
to get your name called somewhere on the field. I’m going to try to make special teams my knack. When
special teams are on the field, Blue is going to make a play. “
(on J.J. Watt) “He just hypes up the whole team. When one player makes a big play or stop, it gets
everybody riled up. We get out there and we are ready to play and go hard again.”
TACKLE DUANE BROWN (Transcribed by Omar Majzoub)
(on the offensive line playing better throughout the game) “I thought we progressed well. We started slow.
That was a bit frustrating, but that’s kind of the game we expected. Our defense did a great job of holding
those guys. We just wanted to get going and I think we did that when we had to the most. Towards the end
of the game, we put together a good drive, ate some time off the clock, and came away with some points.
We just need to work on doing that more consistently throughout the game.”
(on opening up the playbook) “It was great to open it up. We caught them off guard with some play actions.
We had a nice mixture and balance of the pass and run attack. That’s what you want to do. It all starts with
establishing the run. You are really able to open the offense up when you are able to run the ball effectively.
We were able to do that in the second half.”
(on what it means to open the season with a win) “It means everything. We have worked so hard this
offseason to get to this point and start off the way we wanted to. We knew it was going to be a tough game,
but we played good, complimentary football. Special teams made big plays. Defense played excellent
throughout the game. The offense scored and ate the clock up when we needed to.”
(on David Quessenberry being at the game ) “It’s great, man. It’s great to have him here. We spent some
time with him throughout the week. For him to be out here meant a lot to him, but it meant a lot to us as
well.”
(on starting off the season with a win) “It means a lot. We don’t dwell on last year. It’s all about starting off
great and getting this thing going in the right fashion. That’s what it’s all about. For the guys who were here
last year and endured what we went through, it means a lot starting off with this team the right way.”
(on the offensive line) “It felt good. We knew they were going to bring it. They have some great pass rushers
on that side of the ball. We weren’t able to run the ball as effectively in the first half, so we had to drop back
a lot. We kept Ryan (Fitzpatrick) clean. That’s one of our keys to the game, so it’s a testament to those
guys working hard and staying committed to that.”
(on Ryan Fitzpatrick) “He handled it great. He kept his confidence and his poise throughout the game. He
told us to be patient and not go crazy or get too anxious. We were going to get our chances when we
needed them and that’s what happened. The defense did a great job of giving us time to progress, so we
can get to where we needed to be as an offense. It’s about playing complimentary football and that’s what
we did.”

(on Arian Foster) “I told you guys. When he is out there, good things happen. He came out in his first game
in a long time and got 100 yards. I know it’s a great feeling for him and it’s a great feeling for us. We got the
ball with like six or eight minutes left in the game, so we knew we had to run some time off the clock. They
knew we had to run the ball. Everyone in the stadium knew. We were able to do that, so hats off to him. He
did a great job today.”
(on the entire team playing healthy for the first time in a long time) “Having all of those key guys out there
opens up our offense a lot. It’s a great feeling knowing we can get the job done and get some big plays.
We also know we left some out there. We have a lot to improve on. We can be very, very dangerous as an
offense. It’s good to have everyone out there and contributing so we can get this win. That’s the kind of
results we are going to have if everyone stays focused and committed to winning.”
INSIDE LINEBACKER BRIAN CUSHING (Transcribed by Omar Majzoub)
(on getting the first win) “It feels good. Last year is over. Obviously, we know this is a pretty different team.
We figured we can win a good amount of games, but we have to work at it. We have a pretty good team.”
(on Brooks Reed) “There are a lot of good football players on this defense and a lot of good football players
on this team. There is going to be guys who step up week in and week out. Brooks is a great football player.
JD (Jadeveon Clowney) goes down, but Whitney (Mercilus) is a great football player. We have a lot of depth
on this team, so that’s good. ”
(on the entire team playing well) “It’s complimentary football. All phases have to help each other and I think
we did a good job of that today. It was a tough, physical win and a very good win for the first one.”
(on J.J. Watt) “I mean it’s pretty typical by now to have a day like that. Anytime he steps on the field, special
things are going to happen. That’s the kind of player he is. He is a tremendous football player and, like I
said, every time something is going to happen.”
(on winning the first game) “1-0 is a good feeling. We got off on the right foot and we need to continue to
build from here.”
(on feeding off the crowd) “It was, you know, it’s a lot different when you are not playing and just watching.
To go out there and know you are going to make some calls, make some plays, and play with your guys,
it’s a great feeling. It’s a game I love, so anytime I get to go out there, it’s great.”
(on if he had a moment to appreciate the game) “No, the game is so fast and there is so much going on. I
think if there is ever a moment, it’s after the game, But like I said, I’m just excited to be here.”
(on the crowd noise helping) “It did. Obviously it helped with Washington talking to each other and the
receivers coming in to get some calls. That’s expected when we play here. We have great fans. It’s
extremely loud and a tough place to play.”
QUARTERBACK RYAN FITZPATRICK (Transcribed by Seth Medvin)
(on winning the game in a tough fashion) “Yeah, this was, you know, obviously, a great start for us. To me,
it was so exciting to get out there and to just feel the energy in the stadium. When our defense is out there,
the energy in unbelievable in terms of the noise. It was great. I felt like in terms on the special teams
touchdown, what the defense did today, we really tried to feed off of that. The most important drive for us
was the last drive to get the points. It was a hard fought game for us today. As I think everybody found out
here last year, everybody knows in the NFL any win is a great win, and so we’re real happy in that locker
room right now.”
(on his scramble for a first down) “No, I almost pulled something. He’s definitely faster than me. Then I got
down there and I saw, somebody was saying there was a flag. That wouldn’t have been pretty if I had to go
back and call another play. Luckily, it was on them.”

(on having the entire offense back out there) “It was good to get everybody out there on the field and we
need to continue to just get better and improve all season long. Andre (Johnson) did some great things as
he always does. DeAndre (Hopkins) on the deep ball. I thought Arian (Foster) ran really hard. But we’ll just
look at it and continue to get better.”
(on being on the same page as Andre Johnson) “I contribute the chemistry really to Andre being a great
receiver. He’s a quarterback’s dream in terms of being in the right spot at the right time. Always running the
proper routes. That’s why for me, and there is still a lot of things we need to work on, but I was never really
worried about that connection only because not just the tremendous amount of talent that he has, but how
smart he is as a football player and how much he’s seen. It was nice. I threw one a little early and missed
him on one today, but the other ones were some good hookups for us.”
(on working to make good decisions with the football) “I think part of it is just feeling how the game is going
as well. When you need to take your chances and when you do. Today was one of those games were really
we didn’t have to take any of those chances. It’s not necessarily meaning squatting on the ball, but throw it
and be smart when you have it. When you don’t, throw it away. After the first quarter, seeing how the game
was going, that was kind of the deal today.”
(on doing what the coaches ask him to do) “”Yeah, I think in general for me, yeah, I need to just continue
to play the mistake free football. I mean, turnovers are going to happen at times. Whether it’s an interception
or today a fumble or whatever it is. We want to eliminate all of them, but there’s no team that’s ever gone
through the season without turning the ball over. Part of it is eliminating those as much as you can. Limiting
the ones that are cause by bad decisions. I think that is going to be a big thing for me this year. And then
how do you respond to it. Even on Arian’s (Foster) fumble, he comes back and really runs for some tough
yards after that on that last drive. But I think those are the keys for me this year with turnovers.”
(on showing excitement after his first down scramble) “Yeah. Probably, yeah, a little bit. Man, I love playing
this game. It’s fun. It’s definitely fun. You know, something just from being here right away, the comradery
in the locker room, the guys on this team, you don’t have to like each other. It’s not necessary for being a
good team, but we all have a good time together and enjoy competing together. That was part of that.”
(on ever playing with these types of offensive weapons) “I mean, I think for me, just this situation as a whole,
this is probably the best situation I’ve been in in terms of the talent, in terms of just overall team, in terms
of the scheme fitting me. A lot of different things. Yeah, I feel comfortable, but obviously we need to get a
lot better and I need to get a lot better.”
RUNNING BACK ARIAN FOSTER (Transcribed by Nida Chaudhry)
(on how it feels to get going and get the win) “It just felt good just to get a win. We haven’t got a team win
for a while, so it feels good to get that monkey off your back and continue to keep the ball rolling and
hopefully go back to work tomorrow.”
(on biggest motivating factor to get prepared for this game) “In this league, every week is pressing. It’s a
‘win now’ league. You have to have a short-term memory and people do have short-term memory, so like,
the pressure is always on week by week. Nobody is ever out there thinking that we’ve got to redeem
ourselves from last year, we’re just trying to get the win for this year.”
(on last drive and making a two-score game) “It was tough sledding out there today. It was one of those
games where, you know, they were stacking the box and it was hard to get yards, but I felt good. The
cohesiveness of our unit is going to start showing after a while. This is the first time we’ve been out there
as an offensive unit together, so I’m pretty proud of what we did. I got to take a look at the film, but for the
most part, I feel like we did pretty good for our time that we’ve been together. I feel like the more and more
the season goes, you’re going to see us start to peak and it’s going to fun.”
(on how it feels to be back on the field) “It was a little rust off today. It was good. I haven’t played since
November or something like that, so it was good to get those hits. You feel sore, but it’s a good sore and

you miss that feeling. I feel like it’s going to be a really fun year. You just got to keep working. I felt good for
the first time back.”
(on Coach Bill O’Brien saying they are going to depend on him this year) “Most definitely. He said that all
offseason, and he’s not lip service, that’s what he wants to do, but it’s a very, very diverse offense and I’m
excited about what it can be and I think we have to establish ourselves in the run game in order to make
this offense go and I felt like once we started to do that a little bit, things started opening up and I feel very
confident. Our offensive line did one heck of a job today and our tight ends and full backs and everybody
did what they were supposed to do and we got those tough yards. They have a really good run ‘D’, I’ve got
a lot of respect for their run defense.”
(on the way Ryan Fitzpatrick ran the offense) “I mean, he’s a Harvard kid, so he’s got the smarts. He’s very
calm and I love his demeanor out there. He’s doesn’t get shook. He has his air bottom and nothing really
gets to him and you like to see that from your quarterback. He just shakes everything off. He gets hit, he
just gets up and goes back to work. I’m excited to see what he’s going to do this year. It’s going to be a fun
year.”
(on how Ryan Fitzpatrick plays a role in Foster’s success) “Well, I mean, anytime your teammates play well,
you feed off of that energy, so I guess that’s how that helps me.”
(on coming out on the drive after the Redskins fumbled the ball) “I’m 28 years old. I’ve been playing football
for a long time and I remember Marcus Allen said, ‘If you haven’t fumbled, you haven’t carried it,’ so, I
mean, it’s a part of the game. You don’t want it to happen and it’s one of those things you can’t control, but
it’s one of those things where you have to have a short-term memory in this league, so it’s just on to the
next one.”
(on if this was the freshest he has felt going into week one of the NFL season) “Never really fresh going
into the NFL season. You’ve still got practice and run and lift and all of that kind of wears on you, but I’m
pretty fresh every start of the season.”
(on if he will be able to get 27 carries week-in and week-out) “Yeah.”
(on Alfred Blue’s big play) “Yeah, man. I just keep telling him to be patient, man. His time will come. It’s
good to see all those young guys out there just making plays and getting involved in the game. Special
teams is a huge part of what we do here. O’Brien preaches it, so it’s good to see our special teams make
plays like that, especially coming from our room and the running back room.”
(on the fans’ perception of him) “Other than Twitter, fans are cool. They come up to you and show love. I’ve
never had anybody say ‘Hey, man. Talk to the media. What the—’ Nobody really cares. I’ve never had any
kind of—social media is probably the biggest where everybody gets real tough, but as far as, like, person
to person, I mean, I’ve never had a problem with fan. Hopefully they don’t have a problem with me, so we’re
good.”
WIDE RECEIVER DEANDRE HOPKINS (Transcribed by Trevor Caswell)
(on taking the pressure off from last year’s season) “We’re really not worried about last year. We did have
a bad season; it’s the NFL, things happen. We have a bunch of new guys on the team, so nothing is the
same from last year.”
(on the feeling after starting the season off with a win) “It feels great to start off with a win. Any win feels
great, but just to have that momentum going in to the second game, I think it’s good for us.”
(on the 76-yard touchdown pass from Ryan Fitzpatrick) “Fitzpatrick, he took time in the pocket, he didn’t
look like he was too worried back there. He’s a veteran quarterback, he knew we would have a good play
downfield, he stood in the pocket and made a great throw.”

(on what it meant to score the touchdown in that given situation) “I knew we had a long game to go, so I
didn’t want to get overly happy just off of scoring one touchdown. I knew it was a long game ahead.”
(on what Ryan Fitzpatrick does well) “He’s a veteran quarterback in this league, he knows defenses like
the back of his hand, so he just stood back there and took time to make his reads and came down with a
touchdown.”
(on DeAngelo Hall’s on-field talking) “It’s a part of the NFL, guys are going to talk, it’s all fun and games.
After the game is over with, we’re all friends.”
WIDE RECIEVER ANDRE JOHNSON (Transcribed by Shelby Wells)
(on how it feels to win the home opener with how the offseason went and what he has done to be here
today) “It feels good just to win a game. I knew when I came in I had a lot to learn. I had to play catch up,
so I did it. I wanted to make sure I was ready to go opening day.”
(on what the feeling was like in the locker room after a win when it’s been so long) “The funny thing is that
nobody talks about that actually. We put that behind us. You know, when we start a new season, everybody
starts with a clean slate. You don’t really think about that. I think the biggest thing everybody just knows the
work that we put in before this game, so I think everybody was just anxious to get out there and get to
playing.”
(on how he thinks QB Ryan Fitzpatrick ran the offense) “I think he did a great job. I think he’s going to
continue to get better with time. Even though we are all healthy, we all didn’t play a lot together during the
preseason so I think just with time things will continue to get better and better.”
(on how much of his game he has used to help WR DeAndre Hopkins) “I think he’s grown a lot. I think he’s
playing with a lot of confidence. I think last year he was thinking a lot while he was playing. I think now he’s
just out there playing and having fun. There’s still little things here and there that he may do and I may tell
him about it. I always tell the young guys, that if they see me do something that they think I can do better,
let me know. I just try to keep it open with them and let them feel comfortable that they can tell me if they
feel like I’ve done something that I maybe can change to help myself also.”
(on how it feels to have Coach O’Brien point out that he was happy to have the veterans win after sticking
it out from the previous season) “To be honest, I hear it all the time. Even before the game just talking to
some of the guys on the other team just telling me to hang in there and stuff like that. I think sometimes
things especially amongst your peers who understand, those things don’t go unnoticed. I’ve been through
a lot with this organization. I think everyone knows that, but my biggest thing is that I just want to win. That’s
it. It’s not about money, I just want to win. I want to win football games and that’s what I’ve been trying to
do since I’ve been here.”
(on if he feels that this team has a good chance to win) “I think we have a great chance. I guess after going
2-14, no one talks about you, but I like that. No one has to talk about us. We’re just an unknown team and
we will just keep getting better and keep working like we have been. I think that’s the most important thing
is just for us as a team to keep working and putting in the work that we have been.”
(on what it means to him to pass Art Monk and be up with those top fifteen guys) “When I came into this
game, I never thought about being even in that category. Coming in as a kid, you always say that you want
to be the best, but you just want to come out and play football. I’ve always loved the game of football and I
just always want to be a good football player. To even be mentioned with those guys and to even be in that
top fifteen or whatever it is, is an amazing feeling it just shows the work that you’ve put into your craft and
just all of the hard work is paying off. It’s a great accomplishment.”
(on how it feels to make a play when it needs to be made) “That’s what I get paid to do. That’s what I thrive
on that. When there’s a play that needs to be made, I want it. I want to make that play. I’ve always been
that way, ever since I’ve played the game of football so that’s pretty much it.”

(on how nice it was to have RB Arian Foster behind him to run on the last drive) “I think before we went out
on the field, we all knew that we were going to have to run the ball. When we huddled up on the sideline,
we said that and we just told everyone ‘let’s lock in, were going to have to eat up some of this time to get
out of here with a win.’ I think it was just big for a group of us to come together knowing what we had to do
and getting it done. That’s something we couldn’t do before. That was big for us as an offense.”
(on how his intensity increases as he gets older to win a championship) “I play every game to win, I think
we all play every game to win. It’s not a sprint, it’s a journey. It’s sixteen games. You try to win every one
you play. At the same time, you want to put yourself in a good position leading up in to that November,
December area. That’s the times when the great teams play their best football, getting ready for the playoffs
and stuff like that. Right now we are just taking it one game at a time, we will see what happens.”
(on if he thinks this Texans team can win this division) “Yeah, definitely thought in my mind about it.”
(on if he finds its strange that he has passed up Art Monk and the team that he played for) “Never thought
about that. That is kind of crazy. Like I said before, just to be mentioned with those guys is a tremendous
honor. Hopefully I can keep playing the way I’m playing and move on up the list.”
(on if he had a chance to see how J.J. Watt performed) “Man, I don’t think there’s a word that can really
describe J.J. (Watt). He affects the game in so many ways, whether it’s knocking down passes or sacking
the quarterback or just even causing confusion on the play. That’s why he was rewarded the way he was.
He deserves every penny of it. I’m just happy he’s on my team and I don’t have to go against him.”
GUARD BEN JONES (Transcribed by Trevor Caswell)
(on thoughts on getting the win) “It’s always good to start the season off right. We had the whole off-season
with a bad taste in our mouth, now we finally got the ‘w’ on our belt and now we’re just moving forward,
looking forward to next week.”
(on how it felt to have teammate David Quessenberry at the game) “It’s great man, he’s one of our best
friends and just to have him here supporting and seeing him in here, we know we were going out there to
fight this battle today, but he’s fighting the bigger battle. Just seeing his emotions and how happy he was
to see everybody, it’s good having him around.”
(on communication on the line) “It’s always good, we have great leaders on our team. We’ve got Chris
Myers and Duane Brown, who’ve played a lot of football and everything. It’s football, you can always get
better at something, so we’re going to fix what we did bad and come back next week and try to get better.”
(on RB Arian Foster’s performance) “Arian is a great player, I think he’s proven that in the league. We’re
just going to try to do our job and he’s going to do his and we’re just going to look forward to the next game.”
CORNERBACK JOHNATHAN JOSEPH (Transcribed by John Byczek)
(on a combined effort by defense) “You can’t have great cover guys with no pressure up front and you can’t
have a great rush of front with no cover guys. I think it ties itself hand-in-hand. I think today, the defensive
line and linebackers, those guys, everyone blitzing the quarterback, did a great job of corralling him in the
pocket and keeping him contained, getting in his face and making him kind of feel a little uneasy in the
pocket. I think we did in the secondary a great job of staying on top of the receivers and minimizing big
plays.”
(on J.J. Watt getting paid and playing well) “That’s the way this league is built. Sometimes you get paid a
big contract you have to do a little more. Today is a prime example of it and that’s what we expect out of
J.J. Nothing different.”
(on the game plan with DeSean Jackson) “You just got to go out and play your fundamentals and use your
technique and let everything else take care of it itself because you can only game plan for so much and
once you get into the game you got to just kind of feel the game out and play the game.”

(on finally having the first unit defense out) “It was a great feeling because it was a lot of moving parts in
this defense and a lot of different packages and things like that. We enjoy one another and being around
one another and just competing and playing football. Today was a prime example of it on the field.”
(on if he thinks he got the strip by the goal line) “I thought it was a strip but anytime you have a replay you
have a chance to go back and look and they made the call. We lived with it and we came back and we
played ball. Anytime you have a chance and the runner’s not looking, you want to secure the tackle and
come up with the strip and that’s what I was just trying to do on that play.”
(on starting season off with a win) “Enjoy it today and forget about it tomorrow. Come back in, I’m sure there
are a ton of mistakes that we made, and we have to go back and correct those things and move forward to
next week.”
SAFETY KENDRICK LEWIS (Transcribed by John Byczek)
(on only giving up six points) “It was just forming our identity, coming out, playing physical, playing tough
and not allowing guys to get in the end zone. That’s how we want to come and play and prepare week in
and week out. Today we did a good job.”
(on forcing turnovers today) “It was a big emphasis. We knew we had to apply pressure on this guy. This
guy, he had the capability to get the ball into big players’ hands. Our front seven, J.J. (Watt) and the guys,
those guys really came out and applied pressure on this guy, had him running, get after his first read, he
couldn’t get back to his second read. So, it made our job easier. For us, it was covering these guys as long
as we needed to cover them so our rush could get there. In a sense, we played complimentary defense.
We were holding up our end in the defensive backfield and the front seven getting the rush they needed to
apply pressure to RGIII (Robert Griffin III).”
(on first time playing with J.J. Watt) “It was amazing. I always was a fan of the guy and just watching him
come out there, I’ve seen the dude in practice, but to see it in the game, the guy is the real deal. So weekin and week-out, we do that we’ll have good days come.”
(on the emphasis of getting turnovers) “We practice it. We practice good habits. As far as every time they
break through, the receiver breaks runs through with the ball, we’re stripping at the ball, we’re punching at
the ball. That kind of practice brings on consistency where in a game it’s second nature. We’re always
attacking the ball, trying to get the ball, force turnovers anyway we can.”
(on D.J. Swearinger getting the sacks and turnovers he predicted) “Hey, he’s a man of his words. He backed
it up. The guy came out and played ball, played relentless and was a big part of our success this game.”
FREE SAFETY DANIEAL MANNING (Transcribed by John Byczek)
(on D.J. Swearinger making improvements from last season) “I think he understands NFL-style football. I
think he could still be the aggressive player you see, full of energy, but I know how he can channel that into
one play and focus on that one play. Never think about the next play, just continue to work in the play he’s
in and then get to the next play. I think that’s good about D.J. You always make a big jump from your first
year in the league to your second year. It’s huge.”
(on D.J. Swearinger stripping the ball inside the 10-yard line) “That’s the part that you like. Just kept hustling,
but D.J.’s always been like that.”
(on talking to D.J. Swearinger about penalties) “He can control himself. Sometimes you may say something
to him and he knows, but I think with D.J., it’s just sometime it may be a bad call, like today. I think that was
a bad call and a great play. He’s going to have to understand that he’s going to be targeted and everything
that he does from this moment is going to be questioned. So they’re going to lean more towards a foul on
him than clean play and until they see something different, that’s what it’s going to be. He said on the
sideline to us that he understands that.”
(on getting ready with just a week in Houston) “I felt good. Coaches came in, I came in, they sat me down
and they started installing things with me and they broke it down where I could understand and compete

and play this first game. Plus that, you got guys like J-Jo (Johnathan Joseph), Kareem (Jackson), Ken Lew
(Kendrick Lewis), who’s played in this system for a while. Those guys worked with me, so if I didn’t
understand anything, I just looked at them and they told me exactly what I was doing. It was pretty much
playing pickup ball up there.”
INSIDE LINEBACKER MIKE MOHAMED (Transcribed by John Byczek)
(on the special teams playing well) “Yeah, I think for the most part, we haven’t seen the film obviously, but
we’ll break it down tomorrow and go from there. There are always things to work on. Anytime you get a
punt blocked for a touchdown, that’s big time.”
(on J.J. Watt blocking the extra point) “Blocked that kick. That’s an extra point right there. Down the road,
if they were going to tie it they would have to go for two. You never know what play is going to change the
game.”
(on block punt play call sometimes but not all the time) “Yeah, exactly. That’s just depending on the current
or certain situations. He made the most of it, obviously, and came up big for the team.”
(on if the punt block call worked exactly as planned) “I mean, I was on the field at the time, so you can’t
really say for sure without seeing the film, but I think so. We blocked the punt and got a touchdown and it
doesn’t get much better than that.”
(on Brian Cushing coming out in first half) “We’re just rotating, keeping everybody fresh.”
(on getting win and being more involved this year) “It’s awesome. It’s almost been a complete year since
our last win. Just to come in here and work as hard as we have since April, to come in here and kind of see
the hard work kind of pay off and get that first W, it feels really good.”
CENTER CHRIS MYERS (Transcribed by Trevor Caswell)
(on the difference between mindsets this year compared to last year) “Last year is over, we’re on to 2014.
Coach O’Brien, the whole staff, we worked tremendously hard throughout spring and training camp. To be
able to come in here and get the win, no matter how it was, just to be able to establish ourselves is the
biggest thing.”
(on feeling good about expanding the playbook) “Yeah, we have the ability to do a lot. It’s going to be
interesting to see how the season goes, but we have the weapons with our receivers and our running backs
to do whatever we need to do, pass or run.”
(on having to grind this game out to get the win) “A win’s a win, but if you have to grind it out on the ground
and it’s not high scoring, so be it.”
(on Arian Foster’s performance) “Let’s put it this way—it’s been nice to have him as a running back behind
you for a few years. To be able to have a guy like Arian (Foster) behind you, it makes you look good, better
than you actually are at blocking sometimes.”
(on being satisfied with game ending drive) “Yeah, to start way back in our territory and to be able to drive
the ball all of the way down. Obviously, we wanted more points than a field goal, but to be able to get that
field goal and still find a win was big.”
(on performance of the o-line after short time of working together) “Good, nowhere near where we need to
be, but communication is key and we’re going to build on that.”
(on importance of getting a win) “Huge, to be able to establish ourselves early and often is the biggest thing
on the ground and I think we did that tonight. It took a while to get some points established, but sometimes
it happens that way, but to be able to get the win was big.”

(on playing between Brandon Brooks and Ben Jones) “Ben’s a guy that has played center and treats the
guard position like center, so it’s like having a second set of eyes out there sometimes. Brandon, if you’ve
ever seen him be able to play in practice or in games, he sometimes gets lost watching him block a guy
and cake him sometimes, but being able to have those two guys next to you is huge.”
NOSE TACKLE JERRELL POWE (Transcribed by Omar Majzoub)
(on where defensive end J.J. Watt’s performance ranks) “It’s up at the top. The best player I ever played
with was (linebacker) Tamba Hali, but J.J. Watt is a great guy who works hard. It showed today.”
(on how J.J. Watt effected the rest of the defense) “He made big plays at big times. He stepped up. That
field goal block was really big. It changed the momentum of the game.”
(on his first game playing with J.J. Watt) “We always watched him when we were at Kansas City. We knew
he played hard, we knew he was a sack master and we knew he could swat balls. Just seeing it first-hand
definitely blew my mind, but I watched the guy work hard every day and he played up to it.”
(on the Redskins’ adjustments to J.J. Watt) “They tried to chip him a lot, but that didn’t really work.”
(on J.J. Watt’s performance after his contract extension) “It just shows that he is definitely worth it. The guy
comes in every day and is outworking everybody. He comes in early and stays late. It shows why he should
be the highest paid defensive end.”
(on Jadeveon Clowney’s injury) “I’m not allowed to talk about any other players’ injuries.”
(on D.J. Swearinger) “He made plays when we needed him to. That fumble was really big. That changed
the momentum of the game as well. He is a guy we look to as a leader. He made big plays. That’s swag.
That’s why he has that nickname. Expect the unexpected from him.”
OUTSIDE LINEBACKER BROOKS REED (Transcribed by Omar Majzoub)
(on playing with a lot of energy) “Yeah, it felt like it. I felt in good shape down the stretch of the game. They
were booting a lot and coming to my side, so I knew that I had to be disciplined with my eyes and make
sure RG3 (Robert Griffin III) didn’t escape on any negative boots. I had to be disciplined in that regard.”
(on if this is his best game as a pro) “I have to look at the tape. It’s kind of fuzzy after the game. We will go
back and see. There are always things I can work on. It’s a good start. The goal is always to win and it was
a good team effort.”
(on how the team did containing the Redskins’ scrambles) “I think we did a great job with that. We knew
that was going to be a challenge for us.”
(on if he was concerned after losing linebacker Jadeveon Clowney) “No, we weren’t concerned. We did it
all last year, so it was nothing to us.”
(on how it felt to get a tackle for loss) “It felt good to start off the game with a three-and-out. Whenever we
can put the ball back in our offense’s hands that is always a good thing for us. That’s our job.”
(on the offense sealing the victory) “We had a lot of plays going into that. The offense really buckled down
there and burned a lot of clock off for us. It just came down to them (the Redskins) needing a touchdown,
so we just pinned our ears back and rushed the passer.”
(on J.J. Watt) “He is a matchup problem for them and we are able to move him around a lot. We just counter
him and work off of him. The center can only slide one way, so it creates good matchups for us.”
(on playing under Romeo Crennel) “I thought we did great. We won. We did give up a lot of unnecessary
yards and we made some mistakes, but we’ve got a lot of guys on this team that are playmakers. They can
make plays when the time is right.”

(on creating turnovers) “That’s the key to every game: the turnover ratio. It’s what every statistician looks
at to see how they lost the game. It’s about taking care of the football on offense and getting the ball out on
defense. We won that battle today.”
SAFETY D.J. SWEARINGER (Transcribed by Trevor Caswell)
(on if the roughing call was a horrible call) “In my eyes it was, but it’s all good. It is what it is. They call what
they want to call, it’s football.”
(on being a targeted player for calls by refs due to reputation) “It is what it is. Whether it’s fair or not, I’m
going to play ball the way that I’ve been doing it. It’s not going to change, it’s never changing and it never
will. I’m just going to play ball the way that I know how and if there’s a target on my back, it is what it is.”
(on getting revenge when J.J. Watt caused a fumble the next play) “The ball doesn’t lie. All of us are going
to play ball the way it’s supposed to be played. We try to shy away from the penalties as much as we can
and just play football.”
(on getting a sack) “It felt great, first career sack.”
(on thoughts on his forced fumble) “He wasn’t supposed to catch that ball from the beginning, it was my
bad on the coverage. We had to finish, I just thought I’d strip the ball out and I got it out. It was just a play
of me finishing, and I made a play.”
(on how the defense played) “We played great, six points. Six points, if we can do that every game, it’s
going to be hard to beat us.”
(on being disappointed after his forced fumble) “I was disappointed because of my miscommunication with
one of the safeties. We sort of left a guy running, so I was disappointed at that. We’ve got to get that
corrected. I made a play on the fumble, but we’ve got to get that corrected.”
(on how much better can the defense get, based on its performance today) “The sky is the limit. All I can
say is the sky is the limit for this defense. When we get everybody clicking on the same page it’s going to
be tough to move the ball on our defense and score.”
(on thoughts on J.J. Watt’s performance) “He’s the man, he just got the ‘hundred mil’ (million). He got it for
a reason, you can see that. The blocked field goal was huge, the sack, everything man, J.J. is the ‘hundred
mil’, so he’s supposed to do that.”
(on how he got the sack) “It was sort of an instinctive play. I was dropping back in coverage and as soon
as I saw the boot, I thought I could take off and have time before he released the ball, and I guessed right.”
(on having Brian Cushing back) “It feels great, when I first got here, me and him were in the middle when I
went down to dime, so it’s great to have him back. We give each other that look and we get the defense on
the same page, so it’s great to have him back.”
DEFENSIVE END J.J. WATT (Transcribed by Laci Theriot)
(on his recent contract extension) “I am just having fun.”
(on the feeling and importance of this game from last week’s game) “I feel like we play a big game every
week- it sounds cliché’. That is absolute from the truth. I want to go out there every single week and put out
a great performance for this team, and as a whole, I want to play good football.”
(on goal as an NFL player) “Like I said all along, the goal is always be great. I don’t want to be that guy that
people say that got money and shut down. I want to work hard every day- whether it is workouts, practice,
games, and improve.”

(on today’s win against the Redskins) “It is excitement. I feels really good to get a win and we will enjoy it
here for a little bit. At the end of the day, you have to realize it is one win. Wins are extremely hard to come
by in this league. It’s been a while since we have had that feeling. It’s really nice to have that feeling again,
and we want to keep that feeling. We want to have it at the end of the day and the only way to do that is to
work at it”
(on the importance of special teams) “One of the big things that Coach O’Brien always talks about is
complimentary football. There are three phases of the game, and we need to perform well in all three. When
those three work together, that is when you really have success. Today, was a great example of that. The
offense had that big touchdown by DeAndre (Hopkins), and then immediately after that defense went out
there and had a stop, and then a punt block came through. That is a perfect example of all three phases
working in conjunction together. The more that we can do that, the better we can be.”
(on importance of two turnovers in red zone) “Huge. Those were really big plays, especially the long pass.
That’s one of those plays where it could be a little bit on the borderline for your team if they get into the end
zone there. You have guys not giving up and you have guys giving everything that they have to the team.
That’s huge.”
(On his sacks and hits during game) “I got a few hits today- I got the one sack, I was hoping for a couple
more, but at least I got one.”
(on today’s plan and strategy against the Redskins offense) “I think it was a team effort- with a guy like that
(QB Robert Griffin III), obviously, very athletic, he moves a lot and he is very fast. You need to have
everybody on the same page and everybody putting in their effort, and I think we had that today. We had
guys coming from everywhere, whether it was me or Cush (Brian Cushing), and when everybody chips in
like that that is when defensive is fun. Everybody is playing, everybody is flying around, as a team.
(on Brooks Reeds’ performance) “I think he played very well. He had a heck of a game. That is a lot of fun
to see. He works really hard.”
(on his first defensive tackle in the first quarter) “It was a great way to start out, definitely. You get in a
situation like that with a third and one- you have to be tough and stand up, let’s see what you got. Our
defense did a good job.”
(on Alfred Blue’s performance) “I have not talked to him yet. That was a successful play- to not only block
it, but to pick it up and score, for a rookie is pretty high on top right now.”
(on expanding the J.J. Watt Foundation and community relations efforts with his mother) “Definitely, my
mom needs all the help she can get. She is crazy with the work that she takes on. The biggest thing with
the foundation and what we are trying to do is to make sure that we give every dollar that we can back.
There are a lot foundations out there that do all these great things, but they have such high expenses. With
my foundation, we try to keep the expense to a minimum and give most of the money back. It is so important
to me and with every endorsement deal that I do there is usually some kind of foundation aspect to it.”
(on what the team did not accomplish during the game) “There are always those things. There nothing
super big in mind that sticks out right now, but I will go back a look at the film. There will be plenty of plays.
We can always be better.”
(on Brian Cushing’s return to the defensive line) “It feels really good. He is a great player and teammate. It
is good to have that guy next to you.”
(on learning from today’s game and the future of the rest of the season) “I think it is definitely something to
build off of. I think that complementary football is a big deal. I think you need to be able to play within the
team. Another big thing that Coach O’Brien talks a lot about is everybody having a role. Some of those
guys have different roles within the team. It is important that everybody knows that and plays that role.
Whether it is going out there to score touchdowns or getting sacks, everybody has a job. If you play within

the system and you do your job right, you can do great things. You need to do it week to week, practice,
and do it all over again.”
(on the crowd pumping the team up) “It is the best. I love the crowd. We love playing for these fans and at
your home field, and as an athlete and competitor that is what gets you through the game. It is a whole lot
of fun and we hope that it stays like that way all year.”

POSTGAME QUOTES FROM WASHINGTON REDSKINS
HEAD COACH JAY GRUDEN
S RYAN CLARK
QB RYAN GRIFFIN III
CB DEANGELO HALL
DE JASON HATCHER
WR DESEAN JACKSON
OLB RYAN KERRIGAN
RB ALFRED MORRIS
OLB BRIAN ORAKPO
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TE LOGAN PAULSEN
LB KEENAN ROBINSON
P TRESS WAY
T TRENT WILLIAMS
HEAD COACH JAY GRUDEN (Transcribed by Hannah Pietsch and Rachel Jacob)
(on frustration caused by turnovers) “It’s frustrating. It’s part of the game. Hats off to Houston for forcing
those turnovers. Actually, one of them we self-inflicted when Robert got his foot stepped on and tried to
make a miraculous handoff to Alfred and we lost that one – first and goal at the seven. It’s inexcusable to
have turnovers in the red zone, it really is. Anywhere for that matter, especially ones like that. We’ve got a
guy running free, and he gets stripped from behind. An unnecessary handoff that you work on every day in
practice, but we’ve just got to move on.”
(on the decision by QB Robert Griffin III to hand off the football instead of taking a loss) “On tape and after
the fact, it’s easy to say, but when you’re on your way down and you’ve got your foot stepped on, he totally
had it extended and he saw Alfred and thought he could get it there. Obviously, after the fact, we’ll say hey,
next time that happens, eat the ball. And, that’s what I told him on the sideline right after the play, next time
that happens, eat the ball. He thought he could get it in there, and Alfred actually had it and I think his knee
pad or thigh hit it out, but hindsight is 20/20. Sometimes on those bang-bang plays, you have to make a
decision spur of the moment and sometimes it’s not the right one.”
(on the lack of a vertical passing game) “You’re exactly right, and that’s the frustrating part. They’re playing
very soft coverage, not a lot of challenging, bump and run corners for us to take a lot of shots. We want to
get our running game going. Unfortunately, on some of the drives we had, we ended up with a holding call
or a big loss when we had third down and long. I chose to try maybe a shorter pass and let our guy go for
it, maybe a screen or something of that nature. The first three drives weren’t very good, but we started
moving the ball and, unfortunately we just couldn’t finish.”
(on injuries sustained by TE Jordan Reed, NT Barry Cofield, DL Kedric Golston, and DE Jason Hatcher)
“Jordan Reed has a hamstring strain, and Cofield has an ankle sprain. Golston has a groin strain, and
Hatcher came back in. He just tweaked his ankle a little bit, but he’s ok. We need to get them checked out.
I think Jordan Reed’s hamstring is a concern, but all hamstrings are.”
(on the two blocked kicks and the loss of those points) “It’s huge. There were a couple of plays in that game
that you just scratch your head at. The blocked punt, I don’t even know if they were trying to block it. You
know, we just let the guy go inside and that’s a big play. We had the one huge play on defense. You know
our defense played fairly well throughout the game. We gave one big play up on defense and then we failed
to get them off of the field at the end of the game with six minutes to go. That’s frustrating. And then
offensively, obviously the turnovers, and lack of big plays, and the protection was ok. So there are a lot of
things that are critical, that you’re frustrated about, but I thought overall the effort was there. Special teams,
other than those two mishaps, I thought played extremely well. There are a lot of positives to look at, but
when you lose the game, sometimes the negatives will override the positives and that’s something that we
have to address right away.”

(on his level of concern about the offensive line’s ability to protect for an extended period of time) “The thing
is when you’re trailing, every pass rusher in the NFL becomes a problem. It’s a lot of third downs and you’re
trying to catch up. Third down and long is also a terrible situation, but we’ve got to do a better job of
protecting him. No question about it. We decided to do a play action pass and take a shot, and we’ve got
to do a better job protecting. The quarterback has to do a better job of throwing it away if it’s not there. We
tried to take a shot early in the game with the double move to Pierre (Garcon), and we took a 15-yard sack
and then we’re at third and long. We tried a screen pass, and we’re out of there. There’s a lot that goes in
to protection, quarterback decision making, receivers routes, and then obviously the protection in general.
It’s a work in progress, and we’re going to continue to work.”
(on the way the Washington Redskins’ offense is trending towards a lot of short passes) “Oh there is no
question. There has to be an equal ratio of short passes and shots and quite frankly the way they were
playing, they were playing very soft so we had the short passes quite often and we didn’t try to do the
deeper passes. We had some pressure so we didn’t get some of them off. The majority of the completions
were short. We did send them deep on a few occasions. We just couldn’t get them off or they were covered
because they were playing so loose with the safety over the top and we had to bring it down. Those days
will come, those plays will come. We just have to keep working on it at practice and we will have the deep
ball shot variety in our offense. That just didn’t happen tonight.”
(on the fumble with TE Niles Paul) “We had a route we use right down the middle of the field, and Robert
(Griffin III) threw a great pass to him and they broke through there, broke the tackle and I guess he didn’t
see they guy behind him, and he stripped him. Have to keep it tight when you’re down the field. We talk
about it all the time. Good play by whoever that was, the defensive back. Unfortunately for us it was a
negative play”.
(on QB Robert Griffin III”s overall performance) “He can run if he sees fit. That is a decision every
quarterback has to make in a drop back pass. We didn’t have many designed runs today, but when he is
back to pass, he makes the decision to tuck it and run, that is on him. That is what a quarterback has to do.
They have to make a decision. Saw (Ryan) Fitzpatrick today on the last third down and eight, and he made
a decision to tuck it and run and made a good first down. We are never going to tell him not to run that’s for
sure. We are going to tell him to go through his progressions and if he sees a lane, run it.”
(on if he was pleased with the defense) “Well, not really. I am not pleased with any part of our game because
we lost and there is a lot of correcting to do. I like the effort, but one big play and the inability to get off the
field there at the end of the game and we had them backed up with one drive at their own seven, after we
fumbled and they methodically got three of four first downs and flipped the field position. There are a lot of
things we can correct both offensively and defensively and obviously special teams, and we will.”
(on the ‘Rambo’ play) “It was poor. We all saw it and it was poor. Poor angle, poor tackle, poor attempt at
a tackle and led to a huge play in the game. And their ability to make two big plays, a block punt for a
touchdown and that play right there where he missed the tackle was the difference. We didn’t make any.
We had a couple good drives, had a big pass possibility, we fumbled. In the NFL, when games are so close,
a couple big plays here and there are going to make the difference every week and we are going to be in a
lot of close games this year so we have to figure out a way to make them and make sure we stop them.”
(on the intentional grounding call on QB Robert Griffin III and if there was any explanation) “No. I thought
he was out of the box and got past the line of scrimmage, I don’t know what he has to do, but they told me
that the ball did not get to the line of scrimmage. It is what it is. They met on it for a long time.”
(on QB Robert Griffin III percentage and how he would grade him) “I think he did some good things. There
is no question about it but overall when you are grading your quarterback and you get a loss, you don’t get
a very good grade. The quarterback is responsible for us getting in the end zone and we only had six points.
So the play caller and the quarterback will get most of the criticism, as well they should, but then the
turnovers, the ball carriers, the receivers – we have to protect the football. He did some great things at

quarterback. Going 26 for 31 in the NFL is not easy, a lot of them were short passes, I understand that and
I think it is a good start for him. A good building block moving forward to Jacksonville.”
(on this being his NFL debut and how he is feeling after today’s game) “Oh, sick. Sick, sick, sick. You only
have one chance at your first time and I failed to get it done. We failed as a team to get it done. We have
to just move forward. I told our team afterward that anytime you lose in the NFL, you have to credit the
other team then you have to move forward and your sense of urgency has to rise in your preparation and
your practice and hopefully it will for this group because we feel good about the group that we have. They
are all good players, good leaders and let’s move forward.”
SAFETY RYAN CLARK (Transcribed by ReShun Gilmore)
(on what the defense saw from the Texans offense to catch them off guard) “We didn’t do well in the fourminute drill toward the end of the game. We allowed them (Texans) to run the ball and kick a field goal. We
gave up a big play.”
(on game planning for a team with a new head coach) “It’s tough. Anytime you have a limited amount of
preseason games and you don’t know how they’re going to use their people, it’s tough. They have coaches
that do an excellent job preparing for this game. They made more plays than we did and when that happens,
you don’t win football games.”
(on what it’s going to take to bounce back against Jacksonville) “It’s football. You win some and you lose
some. We have to be better next week, watch the film and see where we can improve and go from there.”
QUARTERBACK ROBERT GRIFFIN III (Transcribed by Crystin Pactor and Hannah Pietsch)
(on how good of a job he did and what he can take away from today) “You have to give credit where credit
is due. The Texans defense came out and played well as a team and won the game that’s all that matters.
For us offensively, they were going to make us earn it the entire game playing soft coverages, quarters,
cover-two, cover-three, a little bit of man there. We did a good job moving the ball so there is some good
to take out of the game. But we aren’t here for moral victories we want to get the W and we didn’t do a good
enough job to do that. I gotta play better for us to do that and we can’t hurt ourselves in the red zone with
the two turnovers. So that’s the game in a nutshell.”
(on the fumbled exchange with Kory Lichtensteiger) “I just can’t let that happen. I need to fall on the ball
there and just eat it and get on to the next play and not try to hand it off. That was my mistake there.”
(on if he felt good as far as the passing game is concerned) “Yeah, I felt like outside of the first quarter the
entire offense was in a rhythm moving the ball at times, getting long drives together, putting plays together,
executing really well and then you know we just had those lapses here and there and they cost us the
game. But like I said I gotta play better in those situations and in those moments for us to win the game.”
(on how you build on today’s game) “That’s the thing you can take the good from the game us moving the
ball. Stats don’t win you games but if you look at total yards, time of possession and the amount of first
downs we were getting it was building up to where you would think we had 28-35 points and we just gotta
go score those points.”
(on if Jay Gruden talked to him about naming the captains) “Yeah, he just informed me of who the captains
were going to be and that was the gist of that conversation.”
(on if being captain is something for him to strive for) “Yeah, I mean just something that you want to go out
and get but Trent Williams is a great, great player and great for this team. He’s the guy that everyone can
look to if they want to be the best of the best so it’s more of a testament to Trent if anything else.”
(on how losing tight end Jordan Reed affected the game) “Yeah you are going to have those things happen
in the game plan. Guys are going to go down in the game but Niles (Paul) did a great job coming in and
playing and Logan (Paulsen) did a great job as well so it’s the old cliché next man up and I think they did a

good job filling in for Jordan. Obviously, we all know Jordan is a phenomenal talent and hopefully we can
have him back for weeks to come.”
(on third quarter turnovers) “Yeah, you know like I said we can’t hurt ourselves in those situations and we
will go back and watch the tape and figure out what exactly it was. I mean we all know what happened on
the fumbles but what exactly it was throughout the rest of the game to where we can consistently move the
ball and score points and be the offense that we know we can be. Like I said that starts with me. I’ll be
better. I’ll be better for them and I’ll make sure I lead them in the right direction from this point.”
(on if he is comfortable throwing on the run) “I mean you like to think you can throw it on the run, throw it in
the pocket. You know J.J. (Watt) is a great player and I credit our offensive line doing a good job battling
with him the entire game. Like I said he is a phenomenal player. They are going to make those kind of plays
every now and then, you just want to limit those.”
(on the new offensive system and if it effects his ability to get the ball off quickly) “I mean you know we took
a bunch of hits today, but it’s football. You are going to have hits on completions, you are going to have hits
on incompletions and trying to throw the ball away. I think it is more so the game of football. You are going
to have some strikes that you throw and feel good about it and you are going to have to pick yourself up off
the ground afterwards.”
(on how frustrating it was to lack the down field pass and why they weren’t able to take advantage of that
area on the football field) “Credit to the Houston Texans and what they came out trying to do. They wanted
to make us earn it. On those drives when we didn’t move the ball extremely well, we did earn it. We threw
the short completions, got the guys the ball in their hands and let them make some moves and get up field.
I credit the receivers for not getting frustrated either because everybody wants to go deep. Everybody wants
to see those big chunk plays but some games you aren’t going to get those. Well trust me, we will try to
find every single way to make sure we get those guys in open space down the field. Today just wasn’t that
day. I think they did a good job managing the game with the hitch routes and everything else that we threw
to get them the ball.”
(on dealing with J.J. Watt, Jadeveon Clowney, and Brooks Reed coming off the edge and if it was more
than they expected) “I mean, we know. We saw it on film. We saw them hitting quarterbacks a lot; we saw
them getting great pass rush and we had to deal with it. When we did move the ball we did deal with it
accordingly and our guys up front did a great job and we ran the ball extremely well also. It’s football man,
it’s the NFL. There is going to be great players all over the field and those guys are great players.”
(on situations where a defense is not giving up long plays) “I don’t think the coverage they came out and
played led to us having six points on the board. I think that was more so us hurting ourselves. And, I have
to play better for us to win football games. I think what you’re trying to say is kind of like everyone knew
(Michael) Jordan was going to shoot the fadeaway, but Jordan still shot the fadeaway. We’ll find ways to
get our guys in the position to make those plays down the field even if they are playing soft coverages.
We’re not going to come out next week and heave ho and throw 30 meatballs. You have to execute and if
they’re going to give you those routes, you have to take them and not get frustrated with it. I credit the
receivers. They didn’t get frustrated there.”
(on Jay Gruden’s NFL debut and if he noticed changes in the coach today) “I thought he did a great job.
He did a good job out there leading for us. I think I can speak for the team and want to apologize for not
winning his first start as a head coach. We take that to heart. We wanted to do that for him. We wanted to
win this game for my man (referring to Tony Wyllie, senior vice president, communications) over here too
as welcoming him back to his hometown. We’ll move forward from this. We’ll be better, and he knows
that. Like he told us, we’ll just have to go back, regroup, watch the film and get better from that.”
(on if he would take back the first quarter throw to WR Andre Roberts that led him out of bounds) “I
thought it was a great off schedule play by him in getting down the field and still staying alive. Just a
tough break. I thought he caught it on the field, but they’re watching the replay and you have to go with

what’s called. I’m sure there are a lot of balls I’d like to have back. You guys probably saw it better than
we did on the field. Great job by Andre there. We’ll just get the catch next time.”
(on if they had fixed mistakes from previous games) “I think the issues in this game were just us hurting
ourselves in the red zone. Other than that, we moved the ball pretty well the entire game minus the first
quarter, which is why you play four quarters. It’s a constant process of trying to hammer in the details and
fixing what you need to fix moving forward to the next week. And, we’ll fix the turnovers that we had
today. It starts with me, and I’ll make sure that happens.”
(on how he feels now about his ability to get rid of the football) “The numbers and what it might have
looked like doesn’t matter to me right now because we didn’t win the game and that’s what matters. I
have to be able to get rid of the ball quickly and also be accurate and be on time with all of those throws.
That’s just part of playing quarterback. You might throw a great ball and have to pick yourself up off the
ground because no one is going to have seventy second back there.”
(on if he feels a sense of urgency about getting the offense to where they need to be) “There’s always a
sense of urgency after a loss. Your sense of urgency is always there to start the season whether you win
or lose, but especially after a loss. It’s not that you press, but no one wants to go 0-2. And, that’s our
focus: we want to get to 1-1. For us, we felt good about what we did, and we’re going to fix what we didn’t
do well. That’s just the minds that we have as football players. I understand, and we’ll do it and be great
for the fans.”
CORNERBACK DEANGELO HALL (Transcribed by Edgar Veliz)
(on not winning the game) “There are too many mistakes. Too many mistakes defensively. We gave up a
big play. We didn’t get the turnovers we should have. We made penalties, made mistakes, myself included
on the personal foul. Even though it was wiped out I still had too many late hits on the quarterback and
personal fouls. If we want to be as good as we think we can be, we have to eliminate all of those things.
We can’t beat ourselves. Hats off to Houston. They came out here played a physical brand of football and
hit that big play on us and they came out with a good game plan. Great team.“
(on if this defeat feels like the games of last year) “Not at all. The special teams play, I can’t even sit here
and tell you what went wrong. A lot of good things over there on special teams though, Andre Roberts, he
is going to be a man among boys out there for us. He played exceptionally well on special teams for us.
There are a lot of other guys out there running around, hunting up. It definitely doesn’t feel like last year but
we have to get better. We understand that. We’ll go back in the lab, work on some things we got wrong and
be better next week.”
(on the DeAndre Hopkins touchdown) “It was blown coverage. We should have had a man underneath.
Bacarri (Rambo) was trying to read the quarterback and (Ryan) Fitzpatrick did a good job of going one way
and taking his eyes right back. We have to get the guy on the ground. We get the guy on the ground and
we get a chance to play another down. Plays like that are going to happen sometime. It was a great
schemed up play by them. They caught us in a defense we felt pretty good in, but we didn’t make the right
adjustments, get a guy underneath. We have to be better on that.“
(on the play of the secondary) “We felt okay. It (the secondary’s play) wasn’t perfect by no means. The
physicality that we played with, I feel that is something we need. It’s something that we need to know, that
we are going to hit these guys in the mouth and make guys pay for running the ball and catching passes.
That’s what you like to see, so there’s a lot to build on with the good things we did. We have to eliminate
the big plays and get turnovers. That’s first and foremost.“
(on how the team handled the rotations) “I guess we did a good job. The next man stepped in, played good
for us and I think we were able to do a pretty good job. There are still certain plays, like the four-minute
drive where you want to kind of get off the field and get the ball back to the offense and we just couldn’t.
Couldn’t get off the field, we kept getting them in third and short and they were able to scheme up some
kind of different plays. They had a pretty good play call where they came off the screen pass. There was
another third and one short, they came out with a run and got the first down. They had a quarterback

scramble and picked up another first down. It just seemed like everything they did that we had a chance to
get off the field on we didn’t do. We didn’t capitalize on it.”
DEFENSIVE END JASON HATCHER (Transcribed by ReShun Gilmore)
(on what he saw to be confusing from the Texans offense) “Nothing at all. Only thing that we watched on
film. They did a little window dressing and a little stuff differently. For the most part, our game plan was
pretty good.”
(on game planning for a new coach and system ) “It never changed. We watched a lot of Patriots film, but
like I said, our game plan was down to the ‘T’. We just have to eliminate the big plays down the stretch.
You take the seven points away and we’re still in the ball game. We just have to hone in on defense and
go back in tomorrow and go back to the drawing board and keep going.”
(on the play where he sacked QB Ryan Fitzpatrick) “I don’t remember what I do. It’s all reaction. If you react
to something, it’s kind of hard to remember. I remember the quarterback fumbled the ball when I did it. I
don’t remember what move I did though.”
(on the injury where he missed a couple of plays and if it was serious) “Oh no, I just dinged my ankle and
got it rolled up on the pile. I was able to get it off the ground quick enough before it turned off worse than
what it is. I was able to go back in the game and play, so I’m good.”
WIDE RECEIVER DESEAN JACKSON (Transcribed by Ryan Cantrell)
(on his involvement in today’s game) “It didn’t go how we wanted it to go today, but we played together and
did the best we could. We shot ourselves in the foot today a couple times with some turnovers. Anytime in
the NFL when you have multiple turnovers It’s tough to win the game.”
(on if he wants to see the long ball more from the offense) “Being a guy that can make big plays, I would
love to see that more. Unfortunately, it doesn’t always play out that way and you have to take what the
defense gives you. We will keep plugging away and hopefully next week we can come back and get a win.”
(on if he was concerned that other teams might force Washington to beat them with the deep ball.) “They
played more back today. They played to take away the deep ball. They gave us more short underneath
routes so that’s what we had to do today. Every game will be different, but today that’s what they gave us.”
OUTSIDE LINEBACKER RYAN KERRIGAN (Transcribed by Ryan Cantrell)
(on today’s game) “We just didn’t do enough today. Their defense outplayed our defense and they made
more plays and forced more turnovers. When that is the case your chances of winning aren’t very good.”
(on getting off the field on third down in the first half) “That is what you want to do. You want to put their
defense back on the field and keep getting stops when you are on the field.”
(on the Texans offense) “They did a good job of mixing it up today. They had a really good balance of run
and pass that kept us on our toes.”
(on the play of Kennan Robinson) “He has continued to build off of what we have seen throughout OTAs
and preseason. He is a big athletic guy and he has been making a lot of plays for us. That is just what we
have come to expect from him.”
(on Jacksonville next week) “It’s going to be another tough game; they are all tough. It doesn’t matter who
the opponent is. Every win is a tough win to get in the NFL so we have to go back to work tomorrow and
make the corrections on this game so we can put it behind us.
(on adjustments the defense needs to make) “We just need to force more turnovers. We only had one and
Houston had a couple today. We just need to find a way to get the ball back and get it to our offense.”
RUNNING BACK ALFRED MORRIS (Transcribed by Lance Jaramillo)

(on his thoughts about the game) “There was some good, there was some bad, we made our fair share of
mistakes and in the end we ended up losing. That’s a part of this game. The team that makes the least
amount of mistakes is the team that wins. You can’t have those two fumbles today and we almost had a
third with me. You can’t make those kind of mistakes and expect to win the game. Texans played great,
we played not so great and there’s a lot to be learned. We’re going to watch the film and get better.”
(on if they felt the game was theirs to win without the fumbles) “You can say that, but it didn’t happen. We
lost and that’s all we can take away from this game, go back and watch the film, we can learn from that but
shoulda coulda woulda don’t win games.”
(on Washington Redskins QB Robert Griffin III’s fumble) “He just tripped, I tried to come back and get the
ball, we missed, tried to jump on it and for some reason those balls get slippery in piles like that and they
were able to cover it up. Kudos to their defense for stopping us in the red zone”
OUTSIDE LINEBACKER BRIAN ORAKPO (Transcribed by Lance Jaramillo)
(on the game against the Texans) “Tough game to swallow. Really all they got was one play to be honest
with you. Just one play. That big play and that was it, but give credit to them. They did a good job managing
the game. They didn’t really have any mistakes. They had a lead early and kind of held on until the fourth
quarter. They did a great job managing the game, controlling the clock and making manageable third
downs in the second half. It’s stuff we can fix. It’s the first game. We’ll be fine.”
(on roughing the quarterback penalties on both teams) “I didn’t like the (penalty) on (Robert Griffin III) by
(D.J.) Swearinger, I think (Jarvis) Jenkins got a flag for it. I think it’s tough because you’re fighting so hard
and you get in a situation where you don’t really know where to target the quarterback at times, but I
understand what the league is trying to do: protect the quarterbacks, clean up the big hits, but I don’t know,
maybe we should start reviewing those type of plays because those are real momentum type plays. Maybe
we should review them and see where the initial target is because even one for the Texans, like I said, I
thought it wasn’t even a dirty hit. The one on Jenkins I felt wasn’t a dirty hit. I understand where the
league’s going, but I wish we had a replay for it because it seemed pretty clean to me in my opinion.”
(on his appraisal of the defense) “We gave up one play actually. I think that really won the game and the
special teams blocked punt for a touchdown really hurt, but like I said, they did a good job of managing the
game from there on out. We’ve got to create turnovers and get the ball back for our offense to make
something happen.”
TIGHT END NILES PAUL (Transcribed by Lance Jaramillo)
(on Texans SS D.J. Swearinger’s forced fumble) “Honestly I felt him grab my left side and I was trying to
pull through, I lost control of my right side and he popped the ball out. I don’t know how. It was a good
play by the safety. I felt him coming and I just tried to fight through it. I just have to be better with ball
security. I feel like we still had a chance after that.”
(on being frustrated by seeing the same mistakes being made from last year) “It’s very frustrating. We
worked so hard this offseason and preseason, training camp and you hope to get rid of those mistakes, but
we had a few out there and the Texans played us tough. They played us tough and that’s what we expected.
We just have to execute better.”
(on Texans RB Alfred Blue’s blocked punt) “We had an easy look. A seven man look and they got us with
nothing under. It was a great play by whoever did it and they blocked the punt.”
TIGHT END LOGAN PAULSEN (Transcribed by Edgar Veliz)
(on the mistakes made by the special teams) “It is frustrating but I think there’s something to be said for the
fact like the way the guys were playing today. I think we saw like a different special teams unit out there
today. Obviously I don’t know for sure, we’ll have to watch the film. Just in terms of the passion and the
effort that they gave, I played a small part in that. I felt like we were better than we had been last year. Even
though we weren’t perfect today, there are a lot of good things we can build from. Obviously we are going
to correct a lot of things, but I think it’s a good step in the right direction.”

(on the leadership of Robert Griffin III after a game like this) “I think it’s great that he did that (walk around
the locker room and address everyone individually). He’s a guy who’s got a natural leadership quality to
him. He’s trying to be a better leader and you can see that. I appreciate that. It’s always nice to hear him
say thank you even though you might not of been perfect.”
MIDDLE LINEBACKER KENNAN ROBINSON (Transcribed by Ryan Cantrell)
(on today’s game) “I thought we played good overall as a team, but obviously we had some bad spots that
hurt us though. That’s the difference in the NFL, a couple plays can really hurt you. You can play well all
game but a couple plays can really hurt you. We had the punt blocked, a couple turnovers and the defense
gave up a couple big plays. You have to be able to bounce back from that, but today we weren’t able to do
that. Time just ran out.”
(on getting off the field on third down in the first half) “That is what we expect to do. We expect to put the
other teams offense in bad situations and give our offense good field position. We played our heart out
today, but we came up short and didn’t get the win. Next week we will play better.”
(on his journey back to the NFL) “It’s been a long journey and I have learned a lot about perseverance
during this time. For me it is just about getting back to doing what I love. I am so thankful the coaches stuck
with me through injuries and gave me this opportunity to keep playing.”
(on the difference between the first and second half) “We came out and did what we wanted to do, but we
couldn’t do it the whole game. We gave up a couple big plays that hurts us, and I just wish that we could
hold them the whole game and not give up those big plays.”
(on giving up 10 points defensively, but still coming up short) “It’s tough to swallow. We played well, but not
well enough. We set the bar high and perfection is our goal, which means no points. We gave up seven the
other three is something that happens, but we could of eliminated seven of those points they scored by not
giving up that deep pass. We will look at film and try to prevent that from happening again next week against
the Jaguars.”
PUNTER TRESS WAY (Transcribed by Lance Jaramillo)
(on getting his punt blocked by Houston Texans RB Alfred Blue) “Nick (Sundberg) did a great job firing back
to me straight on the hip all day and I think something went wrong up front on the blocked punt. It was one
of those where it’s right after the sack, they’re all juiced up, it’s right before halftime, we have to buckle up
and do better there. I’ll get back and check my operation time to make sure I wasn’t too slow, but it was a
lot of fun. With me being a lefty my body faces left a little more, so when he came across I let go of it and
I honestly think he could have picked it out of my hand instead of blocking it, but give credit to that guy
because he did a great job. I think his last name was Blue who blocked the punt. That was technique. He
put his hands right on my foot, they got a touchdown and it turned out to be a huge point in the game, so
hat’s off to him. I would have loved to come out with a win but it was fun punting against Shane Lechler
for my first time in the NFL because that’s a guy I look up to, so it was a good first night.”
(on being frustrated by seeing the same mistakes being made from last year) “It’s very frustrating. We
worked so hard this offseason and preseason, training camp and you hope to get rid of those mistakes, but
we had a few out there and the Texans played us tough. They played us tough and that’s what we
expected. We just have to execute better.”
TACKLE TRENT WILLIAMS (Transcribed by ReShun Gilmore)
(on what the offense saw from the Texans defense that confused them) “I mean, when we were in sync we
moved the ball. Turnovers hurt us and I don’t think it’s anything they did to us to hurt us specifically. We
moved the ball when we needed to and gave up two turnovers in the red zone. You know, it’s hard to
overcome that.”
(on if it was difficult to game plan for the Texans with a new coach ) “No.”

(on if the offense missed any details preparing for Texans) “We prepared just right, but two turnovers in the
red zone is difficult to overcome that. We moved the ball like we were supposed to and we just have to hold
on to the ball. If we cut the mistakes out, it’s a different ball game”
(on his performance as a whole) “I haven’t seen the film yet, so I’ll get a better assumption or summary of
what happened after I see the film. I mean, like I said, we moved the ball like we were supposed to and it
was nothing they did to us. I mean of course J.J. Watt is going to make some plays, but he’s going to do
that. If we can cut turnovers out, we’ll be in good shape.”
(on describing the playing in a first game of the regular season) “It was what we thought it was going to be.
It was loud, but we did well. We communicated well and we had some productive plays, we had some not
productive plays. It was a long game and it was a one score game the whole time. We couldn’t muster up
enough to get that one touchdown.”

